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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {OH}^-$$\end{document}$ ions, characterized by picosecond-scale lifetimes in liquid water^[@CR1]^, are important species in biology, chemical physics, and electrochemistry, as they drive the charge transfer process and acid-base reactions in aqueous solutions, and serve as intermediates for protonic transport^[@CR2],[@CR3]^. Their study dates back as early as 1806 when Grotthuss published his far-sighted theory of water conductivity^[@CR4]^. Since then hydronium and hydroxide ions have been intensively investigated, yet their dynamical properties (i.e., the faster, femtosecond-scale, fluctuations) remain elusive though, thus precluding the detailed understanding of the exact ions' role in the microscopic properties of liquid water.

The presence of ionic species in pure water has been confirmed by electrochemical measurements, and their infrared (IR) and Raman spectral signatures have been found experimentally in aqueous solutions and hydrated hydronium clusters^[@CR5],[@CR6]^; however the assignment of the water ions to actual (observable) spectral features of pure water are, in fact, still crucially missing^[@CR7]--[@CR10]^. For example, nuclear magnetic resonance, potentiometry, and conductometry are low-speed methods and hence provide only limited information on water's microscopic properties. The faster techniques, e.g., pump-probe^[@CR11]^, terahertz^[@CR12]^, and IR^[@CR13]^ spectroscopy are better suited to probe ultra-fast (sub-picosecond) dynamics, but miss the characteristic features of the water ions because of their low concentrations compared to that of the neutral $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {H}_2\hbox {O}$$\end{document}$ molecules, causing the ions' spectral signatures to be hidden^[@CR14]^. The dynamics of water ions has been intensively studied by theory, and particularly important results have been obtained by numerical simulations^[@CR15],[@CR16]^.

Femtosecond fluctuations of molecules, causing the proton transfer reactions^[@CR17]^, lead to the spontaneous formation of short-living (SL, denoted with \*) ions, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {OH}^{+*}$$\end{document}$^[@CR18]^, which differ from the "conventional" long-living (LL) ions, as only the latter contribute to pH and are detectable with slow measurement techniques. The formation-recombination pathway of SL ions is intermolecular and loop-shaped^[@CR19]^, and it yields "instantaneous" SL concentrations much higher than LL's ones^[@CR20]--[@CR22]^, but random thermal disturbances allow transfer of SL ions to the LL pH-active $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {OH}^-$$\end{document}$ ion populations^[@CR23],\ [@CR24]^. Importantly, because of their short lifetime ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sim 3$$\end{document}$ ps) SL ions contribute only little to dc conductivity^[@CR25],[@CR26]^, yet their concentration can be sufficiently large ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sim 1$$\end{document}$ M) to drive the Debye relaxation of water^[@CR22],[@CR25]^.

Since on time scales shorter than picoseconds, water's chemical composition can be described in terms of ionic and molecular species, both LL and SL ions should contribute to the IR (and higher energy) spectrum. However, the structure of liquid water IR spectrum is such that it cannot be used for the direct identification of the ions' contributions because of strongly overlapping bands with multiple contributions, as demonstrated in^[@CR27]^. Moreover, ionic vibrations, which are absent in water vapor^[@CR28]^ and cannot be easily identified in the condensed phase, are entangled with intramolecular oscillations in liquid water^[@CR29]^. Interpretations of liquid water's IR spectrum up to now available hence appear to necessarily rely on sophisticated analyses and models; here, following the *lex parsimoniae* principle, we attempt to derive a simple interpretation to provide a straightforward, more transparent physical picture.

In this work, we perform Fourier transform IR spectroscopy experiments of liquid light, semi-heavy, and heavy water; we analyze the data obtained with a model of the dynamical structure of liquid water, to elucidate the elusive ionic contributions to its IR spectrum. In comparison with previous studies^[@CR5],[@CR6]^, we study water itself, rather than aqueous solutions or other multicomponent systems, to detect the ionic species in the natural bulk water environment. The replacement of protons (one or several) in the ionic species by deuterons, shifts spectroscopic lines and makes ionic species "visible" in the integral spectrum. The spectral-weight analysis shows that up to picosecond timescale water is composed of a significant amount of short-living ionic species, influencing the nature of intermolecular interactions on this ultra-short time scale.

Results and analysis {#Sec2}
====================

Spectra {#Sec3}
-------

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}A,B shows the experimental transmission infrared (TIR) spectra of dynamical conductivity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$0 \le f \le 1$$\end{document}$). Here, *D* and *H* represent the concentrations of deuterons and protons, respectively. Details of the measurement procedure are given in the Methods section. Analyzing the absorption spectra in terms of dynamical conductivity has an important advantage: the integral under a mode in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma (\nu )$$\end{document}$ curve is directly proportional to the number of charges involved in the absorption mechanism responsible for this mode^[@CR30],[@CR31]^, e.g., in corresponding vibration or rotation. This allows one to account for the concentration of species that contribute to the certain mode. One can clearly see the two groups of vibrational bands: at 1,000--2,000 and 2,000--4,000 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {cm}^{-1}$$\end{document}$. The central frequencies and integral intensities of these bands are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. The right-side portion of the spectrum (frequencies above $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {O}{-}\hbox {D}$$\end{document}$ stretching modes, while the left-side portion (below $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {H}{-}\hbox {O}{-}\hbox {D}$$\end{document}$ bending modes^[@CR32]^. Obviously, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {H}{-}\hbox {O}{-}\hbox {D}$$\end{document}$ modes appear only in spectra of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {H}_2\hbox {O}/\hbox {D}_2\hbox {O}$$\end{document}$ mixtures (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). All bands are intense, wide, and possess complex internal structures (consisting of several Lorentzians). The relative shift of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {D}_2\hbox {O}$$\end{document}$ lines well matches the shift of the normal modes of the corresponding harmonic oscillators (see Supplementary Information).Figure 1Experimental spectra of dynamical conductivity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma (\nu )$$\end{document}$ of (**A**) pure light and pure heavy water, (**B**) mixtures of light and heavy water with different molar isotopic fractions *f* as indicated, (**C**) pure HDO calculated using Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), and (**D**,**E**) magnified parts of the HDO spectra near the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f=1/4$$\end{document}$ in panels (**C**--**E**) are shifted upwards for clarity. Thin arrows show two stretching modes above $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {S}\,\hbox {cm}^{-2}$$\end{document}$ (in brackets on lower rows) of the bending and stretching vibration peaks shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} of the main text.*f*DODHODHOHODOH0n/an/a1,658n/a3,414(3,360)(29,745)1/41,2171,4611,6512,5103,413(216)(789)(916)(4,800)(24,552)1/21,2171,4571,6532,5093,410(385)(961)(509)(8,913)(16,822)3/41,2141,4581,6512,5073,396(735)(793)(215)(13,303)(10,023)11,213n/an/a2,506n/a(1,554)(19,351)

While the spectra of light and heavy water can easily be obtained in an experiment, the "actual" spectrum of HDO cannot be measured directly. In order to pinpoint the HDO modes, spectra of the mixtures can be analyzed as weighted sums of the spectra of light, heavy, and semi-heavy water^[@CR33],[@CR34]^; hence, we may write the dynamical conductivity spectra of mixtures $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {H}_2\hbox {O}$$\end{document}$, and HDO, respectively. As the zero point energy difference between H and D leaves the *bending* coordinate unchanged from the normal coordinate^[@CR35]^, the HDO spectrum calculated from Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) should be *f*-independent.

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}C shows spectra of HDO calculated using Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) from the spectra displayed in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}A,B. Hereinafter, we concentrate entirely on the analysis of the bending modes to avoid any influence of Fermi resonances, which are known to affect the higher frequency stretching vibrations, but are not expected to provide any significant distortions to the bending modes as these modes are those with the lowest eigenfrequencies among all vibrations. We note that the processes affecting the shapes of the bending modes and discussed in detail below, can also affect the shapes of the stretching modes. However, we do not discuss the stretching modes here, because the point of our study is not to precisely describe the entire spectrum of water, but to use this spectrum as a tool in determining the content of different ions on fast time scales. For this purpose, the bending modes are much better suited.

The HDO bending spectra generally coincide with each other; however, there are very characteristic mismatches (S-shaped features) near the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {D}_2\hbox {O}$$\end{document}$ affects anharmonic resonances. We are inclined to consider the second scenario for the following reasons. First, we found that in our measurements, the intensities of the mismatches shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}C surely exceed the uncertainty of the transmission mode (TIR) measurements and the error of spectra processing (see Supplementary Information). Next, very similar S-shape mismatches in the HDO spectra obtained in the same frequency region have been reported earlier^[@CR33],[@CR34]^. Most importantly, the frequency, and amplitude of the S-features are reproducible and consistently changing with the molar fraction *f*. Furthermore, the S-feature near the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {H}{-}\hbox {O}{-}\hbox {H}$$\end{document}$ bending mode (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}E). This observation is in contrast to one of the previous studies^[@CR33]^, where both S-features are shown identical; but it is in agreement with a more precise recent study^[@CR34]^, where the similar pattern of the S-features were demonstrated at the analysis of absorption spectrum. Finally, the ratio between the integral intensities of the positive and negative components for the S-feature (see Figs. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}D,E) is 3:1, independently on the molar fraction *f*. From these points we conclude that the S-features are due to internal species of liquid water that are not taken into account by Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), as this relation includes only molecular components. Below we argue that short-lived intrinsic ions of water are good candidates for the missing water species and that the density of these ions is relatively high.

Chemical composition of liquid water {#Sec4}
------------------------------------

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}A depicts nine principal species---neutral molecules and ions---for mixtures of light and heavy water. The species $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {DH}_2\hbox {O}^{+*}$$\end{document}$ (group 3) are only present in water mixtures, where they coexist with the six species of the groups 1 and 2. Thus, in addition to the three molecular species (line i of Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}A), a mixture contains also four positively charged ions (line ii) and two negatively charged ions (line iii). The relative proportion of these nine species is determined by the autoionization-recombination events, but it also depends on the molar fraction *f*. Here and below, we do not distinguish the SL ions and LL ions: albeit their lifetimes differ, they are indistinguishable on the short timescales relevant for IR vibrations.Figure 2(**A**) Nine principal water species, present in light and heavy water (groups 1 and 2, respectively), and in their mixtures (all three groups). The rows correspond to neutral molecules (row i) and positively (row ii) and negatively (row iii) charged ions. (**B**) Percentage of the water species in pure $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {D}_2\hbox {O}$$\end{document}$ (blue) and their 1:1 mixture (shaded) according to Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}; note the logarithmic scale on the *y*-axis. (**C**) Differences in ion concentrations obtained after subtraction of the normalized bars for pure light and heavy water (red and blue) from the ones for the mixtures (shaded), according to Eq.([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). Numbers near zero-lines are the molar fractions *f*. The data shown in panel (**B**) correspond to the middle raw in panel (**C**).

Inasmuch as it is difficult to detect concentration the SL ions in water directly, we rely on studies based on the terahertz absorption measurements^[@CR21]^, as well as on molecular dynamics simulations that take into account the auto-dissociation events in the frame of the semi-classical approach^[@CR26]^. Both studies conclude that the approximate concentration of the SL ions is about 1 M (or about 2%). In a more recent investigation^[@CR22]^---based on the analysis of broadband spectrum of water---the concentration of ionic species accounts to 2.5%. Hereinafter we choose this value for our preliminary analysis, and it will be later confirmed by the fit of the experimental data.

Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} lists the calculated percentage of nine principal species ("particles") of water mixtures for different molar fractions *f*. The concentrations of the particles are obtained by the combinatorial probability of permutation of H and D atoms around the oxygen atom O in the assumption that: (1) the probabilities for formation of the covalent H and D bonds are the same; (2) the relative percentages of ions and molecular species are identical for all mixtures; (3) the SL ions concentration is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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When we apply the normalization coefficients *a*, *b*, and *c* (the same as in Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""})) to the column bars of the pure and the mixed $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As the probability of the formation of asymmetric ions is three-times-higher than for symmetric ones, the relative ratio of the concentrations of up-going and down-going residual bars of positively charged ions in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}C is 3:1 everywhere (compare the bars for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Assignment of the S-features {#Sec5}
----------------------------
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {D}_2\hbox {O}$$\end{document}$ frequencies. Thus, the concentrations of the positively charged ions in the mixtures can be identified by comparing their IR spectra.Figure 3(**A**) Bending oscillations of positively charged ions in mixtures of light and heavy water. Black circles are D atoms, small open circles are H atom, large open circles are O atoms. (**B**) A harmonic-oscillator model representing these vibrations with the normal modes defined by Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}).

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} sketches the bending vibrations of positively charged ions, whose frequencies are expected to be close to (but still different from) the bending frequencies of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We now provide the parameterization of the observed S-features. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} explains graphically how the fits of these features were obtained. The Lorentz-oscillator parameters for the ions were acquired by performing a simultaneous fitting of the measured spectra and the corresponding S-features from Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} using the following equations:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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S-features in the subtracted spectra of HDO were already reported in^[@CR34]^, where spectral data were analyzed in terms of absorption $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Ion concentrations {#Sec6}
------------------

Having understood the origin of the discrepancy of the "pure" HDO spectra obtained at different molar fractions *f*, we can calculate the concentration of ionic species in water from their S-features. The spectral weight S of a Lorentz oscillator is related to the density of charges involved in the absorption process^[@CR30],[@CR31]^:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We have studied the infrared spectra of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$<0.1$$\end{document}$ ps---the low frequency limit of TIR) is about 2% of the total number of molecules in liquid water. In order to bring this result in accord with pH concept, we suggest that fluctuation-driven short-living ions coexist with conventional long-living pH-active ions at short times of observation corresponding to the IR frequency range. The detected ionic species are important for water related processes, e.g. solvation, dissolution, osmosis, cavitation, radiolysis, which take place on short length (nanometer) and time (sub-picosecond) scales^[@CR37]--[@CR39]^. We believe that an account for the ionic species on the ultrashort time scale can help to improve, and significantly simplify models of physical-chemical and electrochemical systems where liquid water plays a significant role^[@CR40],[@CR41]^. The space-time intervals discussed in our work are suitable for ab-initio approaches; and molecular dynamics simulations are highly welcome.
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For our study, we intentionally chose the transmission mode (TIR) instead of the attenuated total reflection (ATR) technique^[@CR45]^. Although the ATR method provides the spectra without any fringes caused by multiple reflections within the water layer, the true absorption spectrum with the absolute values of transmitted intensity is only available in the TIR. As there is a discrepancy between the liquid water spectra obtained by these two methods (Fig. 6 of the Supplementary Information), for the spectral weight analysis and the calculation of the ion concentrations a directly obtained TIR spectrum was used.
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